
Electrical plasma 

Until fossil fuels are globally banned, increasing efficiency and abating emissions remains our foremost 
environmental concern. Electrical plasma technologies like Plasmacat, are the certain future for fuel-
injected combustion equipment, from motorcycles to coal-fired power utilities, plasma will inevitably 
be integrated in the combustion process for all size, new and retrofitted, engines and 
burners.  Plasmacat’s closest “competitor” is Southwest Research Institute, world-renowned for testing 
and verifying products that comply with U.S. fuel and emission standards.  Plasmacat and SWRI produce 
plasmas that increase fuel efficiency in engines and burners by 30%. Plasmacat takes this process 
further with an all-electronic emissions control technology that increases combustion efficiency.  

In trials 

Plasmacat produced a 20% reduction in fuel and 5% increase in heat (work) with an exponential 
reduction in CO2 and NOx, increasing a 90% efficient (OEM) 400MBTU burner by 30%. Their burner and 
engine testing, reaffirmed the value of plasma integration in combustion and emissions, for a wide 
variety of engines and burners. Plasmacat’s circuitry is highly scalable to produce a small ball of plasma 
in the cylinder of an engine, or a large ring-of-fire surrounding the tip of a fuel-injector in a boiler; and, 
automated to maintain combustion efficiency, throughout changing combustion conditions and multi-
fuel switching. Their patent publications for engines, burners, and electronic catalytic converters, 
culminated in the electronic control of redox reactivity , an emissions control process that improves 
combustion efficiency; and, a redox gasket for application in engines and optimal locations to control 
redox.  A storyboard illustrates how Plasmacat technology is installed.  

Plasma technologies provide 

• 20% increase in fuel efficiency
• 5% increase in combustion efficiency (work)
• Exponential emission abatement.
• Cleaner, more efficient mutlifuel switching
• Retrofitting for meeting emissions mandates
• Real-time efficiency monitoring and maintenance services.

Donor Advised Investment Program 

Pandora IP is a public charity for environmental innovation, concurrently forming and expanding to 
the U.S., Cayman Islands, Netherlands, and wherever our programs are administered.  Pandora IP 
assists startup companies like Plasmacat, through ICO placement, licensing, and direct to industry, 
“DAI” programs.  Manufacturers enroll in a DAI program to adapt (any) plasma to their products or 
end use, and a portion is invested in Plasmacat, returning tax-abated dividends from the U.S. 
application of Plasmacat technology, and a long-term tax credit. Manufacturers that contribute 
related intellectual property for their industry segment, earn subsidies for intellectual property 
management and allocate tax-abated royalty revenue.

Manufacturers 

• Enroll in a DAI program and adapt plasma to combustion products or end use.
• Invest in Plasmacat and allocate tax-abated dividends from Plasmacat’s success in U.S. markets.
• Earn a long-term tax credit (three to five years).
• Contribute intellectual property, earn subsidies for intellectual property management, and

allocate tax-abated royalties. 

https://www.swri.org/press-release/swris-dco%E2%84%A2-ignition-system-tapped-rd-100-award
https://plasmacat.com/category/technology/matrix-array/
https://plasmacat.com/category/technology/patents/
https://youtu.be/lkWOLOC8upQ
https://plasmacat.com/category/technology/process/
https://plasmacat.com/category/technology/storyboard/
https://www.pandoraip.org/


STORYBOARD 

Plasmacat controls redox reactivity to increase fuel efficiency and abate exhaust emissions, "wherever 
fuel is injected for combustion". The storyboard below, explains how this technology is installed all size, 
new and retrofitted, petrol and diesel, fuel-injected engines and fuel oil burners. 

Plasma-based technologies provide 

20% to 30% increase in fuel efficiency. 
Cleaner more efficient mutlifuel switching. 
Retrofits for achieving new emissions standards. 
Exponential reduction in emission and exhaust aftertreatment. 
Real-time combustion efficiency monitoring and maintenance. 

Three or more electrodes (six in the photo above) with 
electronically generated "plasma" in the center.  These 
electrodes can be installed in nearly all fuel-injected engines 
and burners. 



Fuel is injected through plasma, resulting in more powerful, 
more rapid and thorough combustion.  Plasmacat’s Electronic 
control of redox reactivity, universally improves emissions 
control and fuel efficiency, by controlling the reactivity of 
combustion reactants and products. 

Engine and burner test prototypes proved to increase power 
and reduce fuel consumption. 

Modified 400MBTU commercial burner tests proved 
successful at a 20% reduction in fuel and 5% increase in heat 
(work).  Installation animation 

Nearly all fuel-injected, internal combustion engines can be 
fitted to improve fuel economy and emissions control, by 
manufacturing an engine's cylinder head in two castings 
instead of one.  The lower section or "skull" seals each 

https://youtu.be/SAcP8aFi00s
https://youtu.be/SAcP8aFi00s


cylinder, seats valves, and is separated from the upper 
section by a "redox gasket". A redox gasket carries the wires 
and electrodes needed to position plasma in contact with air, 
fuel, and exhaust in a process that controls redox reactivity. 
Spark plugs and wires are not needed for petrol engines. 
Installation animation  
 

 

The plasma actuated electronic catalytic converter continues 
the control of redox beyond the engine's exhaust manifold, 
increasing the effectiveness and reducing the need for 
precious metal and chemical exhaust after-treatment. 
 

 

 
A consistent 5% increase in heat using 20% less fuel, 
recorded from a 90% efficient 400MBTU commercial boiler 
under dynamic load during a Massachusetts winter. All fuel-
injected, petrol and diesel, engines and burners benefit. 
Please inquire why and how. 
 

https://youtu.be/lkWOLOC8upQ
https://youtu.be/lkWOLOC8upQ


 

 
MATRIX ARRAY  

Plasmacat technology is highly scalable, likely without limitation to produce a "small ball-of-plasma" in 
the cylinder of an internal combustion engine, or a large "ring-of-fire”, surrounding the tip of a fuel-
injector in a boiler. This process is automated to maintain efficiency throughout changing combustion 
conditions and multifuel switching. The "matrix array" is a modular form-factor plasma generator that 
scales up to fit all fuel-injected combustion engines and burners.  

 

Each module has a high-speed MOSFET and diode, mixed ESR capacitors and a power resistor.  
Build to support high frequency and current. 
 

 

Each RTC module contains a resonant tank circuit. 



                

A complete module includes a dual-post ignition coil, mounted to the RTC board. 

 

Schematic of a single electrode with four modules. The HV output of each module is connected 
to a floating ground and one electrode. Together form a matrix array. 

 

This is an illustration of three electrodes using four modules, each controlled by a computer. Add 
more modules across for more current and down for more electrodes. Each module can be hot-
swapped. 
   




